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3. ‘They still mustering me’:  
The three agreements

The colonial process described in the previous chapter continued through 
the 1950s when reserve lands became a target for mineral exploration and 
development. In the post-war period mining was presented as an opportunity 
for Indigenous people to allay embedded economic disadvantage in areas ‘where 
there are otherwise limited conventional development opportunities’ (Altman 
2002: 1; see also Pearson 2000). Legislation such as the Aboriginal Land Rights 
(Northern Territory) 1976 Act (ALRA) and the Native Title Act 1993 (NTA) have 
established processes for the negotiation of agreements between the mining 
industry, Indigenous people and the state. Both pieces of legislation have arisen 
out of successful political assertions of Indigenous cultural identity in claims 
for the recognition of rights in land, and both were vehemently opposed by 
the mining industry. This chapter follows the second part of an elderly Waanyi 
woman’s assessment of the mining agreement era—‘they still mustering me’ 
(interview, 6 July 2003), and the implication that mining agreements define and 
restrict the nature of Indigenous cultural and economic agency within their 
contexts.

This chapter outlines the complex structures of the Ranger Uranium Mine 
(RUM) Agreement, the Yandi Land Use Agreement (YLUA), and the Gulf 
Communities Agreement (GCA). It argues that the agreement structures 
associated with compensatory and community benefit packages—trust funds 
and royalty equivalent payments, programs of employment and training, 
business development, education, and cultural heritage protection—define the 
space for Indigenous productive activity within the context of such agreements.

Martin (1995: 19) comments that in the development of Indigenous enterprises 
there is a policy challenge both to be commercially viable and ‘to enable 
distinctive Aboriginal values relating to such matters as work practices and 
relations, hierarchy and authority, the distribution of profits and more broadly 
social viability’. The case studies (see Chapters 4, 5 and 6) highlight Indigenous 
ambivalence to mining emerging from inadequate agreement structures that de-
emphasise Indigenous agency and typically Indigenous values in the engagement 
between the mining industry and the state.

In 1982, Cousins and Nieuwenhuysen surveyed northern Australian mining 
operations and the ability of such operations to bring economic benefit to 
Indigenous people residing in, or with traditional interests within, their area of 
impact. Rogers’ (1973) study had already criticised how adversarial engagement 
between the industry and Indigenous people resulted in economic exclusion of 
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Indigenous people. Cousins and Nieuwenhuysen’s study (1984: xv–xvi) focused 
more precisely upon the Indigenous share of the early 1980s mining boom, 
whether land rights legislation had protected Indigenous interests impacted 
by mining, and the economic benefit of mining to Indigenous people. Their 
comparative study analysed the impacts of the establishment of towns and of 
compensatory regimes on the provision of government services, and the ability 
of regulatory regimes to attain the intended economic benefits from agreements. 
A contemporaneous companion study by Altman (1983a) scrutinised mining 
related institutions and royalty associations within the context of the ALRA. 
Both these studies considered the Ranger mine, but the Yandicoogina and 
Century mines considered in this monograph post-date their research.

The substantial corpus of research concerning the intersection of mining, and 
Indigenous land rights has provided the terms by which to assess the efficacy, 
and underlying intentions of modern mining agreements.1 An emphasis of 
much of this earlier research is the identification of desired paths to Indigenous 
economic development, and the capacity of Indigenous people for productive 
action within the defined terms and structures of agreements. While this study 
is indebted to this body of research, it aims to improve the understanding of 
contemporary relations between Indigenous interest groups and the mining 
industry by offering a perspective arising from analysis of the diverse experiences 
and aspirations of Indigenous people within the framework of these mining 
agreements. In this sense Indigenous desired paths to economic development 
and Indigenous views of their own capacity are presented as a counterpoint to 
the current policy directions of mainstreaming and sustainable development.

The RUM Agreement, pursuant to s.44 of the ALRA, is between the Northern 
Land Council (NLC) on behalf of traditional owners and the Commonwealth. 
Analysis of the Ranger mine’s nearly 30 years of history is instructive for 
understanding the modern mining industry in Australia more broadly. Many 
conclusions can be drawn from the impacts on the local Indigenous polity 
from the construction of a dedicated mining town (Jabiru), Indigenous 
employment and training schemes, and the emergent administrative framework 
designed to balance competing interests. These issues remain vexed as Cousins 
and Nieuwenhuysen identify. Historically Ranger has had low rates of local 
Indigenous employment. Similarly, in the Pilbara and the Gulf of Carpentaria, 

1 See, e.g., Altman 1983a, 1983b, 1997; Altman and Levitus 1999; Altman and Peterson 1984; Altman and 
Smith 1994; Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies 1984; Berndt 1982; Connell, Howitt and Douglas 1991; 
Edmunds 1989; Gray 1980; Holcombe 2005; Howitt 1990, 1996; Howitt and Douglas 1983; KRSIS 1997a, 
1997b; Kauffman 1998; Langton et al., 2004; Martin 1998; O’Brien, 2003; O’Faircheallaigh 1986, 1995, 1997, 
2000, 2003, 2006; Rogers 1973; Senior, 2000; Smith 1998; Stanley 1982; Trebeck 2005; Trigger 1997b; Trigger 
and Robinson 2001; Uglow 2000.
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despite high Indigenous employment rates at the latter, the Indigenous share of 
the mine economy is minimal, and the impacts on Indigenous people of large-
scale development follow the pattern set by Ranger (Taylor and Scambary 2005).

Importantly, the conclusions of Cousins and Nieuwenhuysen illuminate the 
assertion made here that the substance of mining agreements have changed 
little despite the shift in the language of agreements towards community 
benefits packages, and the related rhetoric of sustainability and corporate 
social responsibility. The YLUA is an Indigenous Land Use Agreement between 
Hamersley Iron and the Yinhawangka, Banyjima, and Nyiyaparli people of the 
Central Pilbara, and is not registered with the National Native Title Tribunal. 
The GCA is a Future Act Agreement pursuant to s.29 of the NTA,2 and is between 
the State of Queensland, Century Zinc Ltd (CZL) and the Waanyi, Mingginda, 
Gkuthaarn and Kukatj people of the southern Gulf of Carpentaria. Whilst all 
three agreements fall within the mining industry’s sustainable development 
approach, critical differences emerge between the agreements that include 
the role of land council’s and native title representative bodies (NTRBs), the 
intended purpose of funds arising from agreements, and issues of governance 
associated with agreement structures.

The central features of the YLUA and the GCA, like the RUM Agreement, 
are preferential concessions relating to provision of employment and 
training, Indigenous business development, heritage protection and financial 
recompense for mining, and a heavy emphasis on integrating Indigenous people 
into the mine economy. However, the dollar amount of the YLUA and GCA, 
approximately $60 million over the anticipated 20-year life of both mines, is 
significantly less than royalty payments made by Ranger mine operator Energy 
Resources of Australia (ERA) to the Aboriginals Benefit Account (ABA) (see 
below) (O’Faircheallaigh 2003). Some aspects of agreement making have changed 
since the Cousins and Nieuwenhuysen study was conducted; for example, 
the mining industry’s administration of agreements has become increasingly 
sophisticated, particularly in relation to the YLUA and the GCA. These two 
relatively recent agreements emphasise the economic engagement of Indigenous 
people rather than the payment of royalties. In reality cash payments are made 
in both agreements; nonetheless they utilise the ‘real economy’ discourse and 
emphasise participation in mainstream economic activity (see Chapter 1). Before 
proceeding to consider the space created for Indigenous productivity and 
value in such agreements, the three agreements under consideration must be 
characterised.

2 The GCA predates the ‘Wik’ amendments to the NTA of 1997, also known as the 10 point plan amendments.
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The Ranger mine

The establishment of the Ranger mine is integrally associated with the 
proclamation of Kakadu National Park, and the recognition of land rights in the 
Alligator Rivers region. The Ranger Uranium Environmental Impact Inquiry 
headed by Justice Fox considered all three issues in two parts between 1975 and 
1977. The Fox Inquiry, as it will be referred to, was in response to a proposal 
by the Australian Atomic Energy Commission and Ranger Uranium Mines Pty 
Ltd to develop the Ranger uranium deposit in the Alligator Rivers region of 
the Northern Territory. Concurrent with the proposal to mine uranium in the 
region was a plan to establish a national park encompassing the entire South 
Alligator River catchment (Director of National Parks and Kakadu Board of 
Management 1998; Lawrence 2000; Press et al. 1995). The first report of the 
Inquiry considered the establishment of an Australian uranium industry (Fox, 
Kelleher and Kerr 1976). The Inquiry did not find sufficient cause to recommend 
against its establishment but noted the potential dangers associated with nuclear 
proliferation and global security. The second part of the Inquiry focused on 
local and national environmental and social impacts of the proposal under 
the terms of the Environment Protection (Impact of Proposals) Act 1974 (Fox, 
Kelleher and Kerr 1977: 8). The second Inquiry considered the potential impact 
of uranium mining on the Indigenous population of the region. The passage 
of the ALRA coincided with the second Inquiry, hence the Fox Inquiry was 
tasked with hearing the Alligator Rivers Stage I land claim, the first land claim 
under the new legislation. Potential impacts of mining on the social, cultural 
and economic practices of Indigenous people are outlined in the second Inquiry 
report. The opposition of Indigenous people to the Ranger mine, particularly the 
Mirrar Gundjeihmi upon whose land the Ranger mine occurs, is also detailed. 
The recommendations of the Fox Inquiry sought a compromise between the 
competing agendas of land rights, conservation and mining. Ultimately, the 
Inquiry recommended the grant of Aboriginal freehold title under the ALRA, 
the proclamation of Kakadu National Park and, despite the documented 
opposition of Mirrar Gundjeihmi people, the establishment of the Ranger mine.

In considering the impacts of mining on Indigenous people, the Fox Inquiry 
designed by its recommendations a range of ameliorating factors. The 
recognition of Aboriginal freehold title would ensure a flow of economic benefits 
to Indigenous people in accordance with the royalty provisions of the ALRA. 
The proclamation of Kakadu National Park would provide an additional layer 
of protection of the Indigenous estate whilst also providing further economic 
benefits. Regulation and monitoring of the environmental impacts would ensure 
the protection of the natural environment and Indigenous livelihoods. The 
compromise entailed in the recommendations and the resulting jurisdictional 
overlay is often referred to as a social contract (see Chapter 4).
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The establishment of Ranger mine and Kakadu National Park spurred considerable 
development in the region, including the construction of the dedicated mining 
town of Jabiru, and a number of tourist facilities associated with the National 
Park (in 2007 annual visitation was approximately 230 000 visitors). In addition 
to Ranger, the Nabarlek uranium mine in Western Arnhem Land was also 
established (see Chapter 2). Significant uranium reserves exist at Koongarra 
and Jabiluka. Koongarra in the north of Kakadu National Park, is still a viable 
prospect. Renewed attempts to develop the Jabiluka deposit, in accordance with 
an agreement signed in 1982, spurred an international campaign by the Mirrar 
Gundjeihmi traditional owners of the area and Ranger mine that resulted in the 
development being postponed indefinitely (see Chapter 4).3

The RUM Agreement was signed between the Commonwealth Government 
and the NLC in 1978 pursuant to s.44 of the ALRA (Altman 1983a: 56). The 
Agreement term was for 26 years from 1978 (Altman 1983a: 57). Officially the 
RUM Agreement expired in 2004 whilst awaiting renegotiation between ERA and 
the NLC on behalf of traditional owners. At the time of fieldwork for this study, 
Ranger mine was scheduled to cease production in 2008, with rehabilitation 
works to be completed by 2012. However, an increase in world uranium prices 
and the emergence of a debate on the development of an Australian uranium 
industry at the time of writing have prompted the extension of the mine life to 
2020 (see Chapter 4).

The Agreement, which is an extensive document in excess of 200 pages, provides 
for rent to be paid to traditional owners as defined under s.23 of the ALRA, 
and royalties to be paid to the ABA4 for the benefit of Indigenous people (the 
complex mechanisms associated with the distribution of such funds under the 
ALRA are discussed below). In addition the Agreement concerns environmental 
controls; provisions for the employment and training of Indigenous people; 
Indigenous business development; restrictions on the sale of alcohol within the 
project area; liaison between Indigenous and mining parties to the agreement; 
and provision for cross-cultural training of non-Indigenous staff at the mine 
(Commonwealth of Australia 1979; Gray 1980: 136–40; Kauffman 1998: 60). The 
following description is of major elements of the RUM Agreement that are of key 
relevance to this study, and the discussion of the RUM Agreement in Chapter 4.

3 Development of the Jabiluka deposit was stalled after the Commonwealth Government imposed a national 
limit on uranium mining. The three mines policy of the Australian Labor Party Government (1983–96) was 
removed when the Howard Liberal/National Government was elected. 
4 The ABA is a trust account under the Financial Management and Accountability Act 1997, and is established 
under Part VI of the ALRA. The purpose of the ABA is to receive all mining royalty equivalents (MREs) for 
distribution to Northern Territory land councils and traditional owners of land affected by mining. The ABA 
also makes grants under s.64(4) of the ALRA. For a discussion of the ABA see Altman, Linkhorn and Clarke 
(2005). The ABA was previously known as the Aboriginals Benefit Reserve and before that, the Aboriginals 
Benefit Trust Account.
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Employment and training

Under the terms of the Agreement the Ranger mine is obliged to employ as many 
Indigenous people who are capable of carrying out the tasks of employment as 
practicable, develop an operator training scheme and other employment and 
training schemes, and to institute flexible employment conditions to suit the 
culturally specific needs of Indigenous employees (Cousins and Nieuwenhuysen 
1984: 97; Gray 1980).

The Cousins and Nieuwenhuysen study was conducted when the Ranger mine 
had been in production for one year. At this time Indigenous employment was 
2.6 per cent, a total of 10 people of whom six were from outside the region. 
They note (1984: 97–8) that the mine had not consulted with Indigenous people 
to determine their employment wishes and needs, and that ‘only half-hearted 
attempts have been made to implement the employment and training strategy’. 
In addition they identify a ‘general lack of employment motivation’ amongst 
local Indigenous people. Similarly they assessed early training programs as ‘not 
being very encouraging’ (1984: 97–9) and cite differences between the NLC’s, 
and the Gagudju Association’s opinion of and approach to the employment of 
local and regionally-based Indigenous people as a factor.5 Indeed, the definitions 
of areas affected and traditional ownership in relation to the Ranger mine have 
been an enduring source of confusion and contestation in the administration 
of the RUM Agreement.6 This has not only affected Indigenous employment 
and training, but also the distribution of royalty payments, and the nature 
of Indigenous organisational politics in the region (on defining the relevant 
community for the purposes of the agreement, see Chapter 4).

In the period 1982–96 Ranger mine employed 187 different Indigenous people, 
keeping Indigenous employment rates in the 4–8 per cent range of the workforce 
(Taylor 1999: 23). Table 3.1 indicates an annual average employment for the 
same period of two traditional owners, four people from areas affected (Kakadu/
West Arnhem), and 10 non-local Indigenous people.

5 The NLC is a statutory body under the ALRA which had a major role in negotiating the RUM Agreement. 
The Gagudju Association was established as a royalty-receiving organisation on behalf of traditional owners 
of the Ranger project.
6 The ALRA s.48 stipulates that a land council must consult with traditional owners of the land before 
consenting to mining, and that they must also consult with any group who may be affected by the 
proposed development. Areas affected were initially defined to include Goulburn Island, Croker Island and 
Kharnbarlanja (previously Oenpelli Mission) to the east, and the interests of Limilngan people to the west and 
a number of Kakadu based language groups to the north and south of Ranger (Altman 1983; Levitus 1991).
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Table 3.1 Aboriginal employment at Ranger mine, 1982–96

Employment status Residence status

Total 
employment

Full 
time 

Casual Traditional 
owners

Kakadu/west 
Arnhem

Non-local

1982 14 4 10 2 5 7

1983 18 9 9 1 3 14

1984 19 11 8 2 6 11

1985 23 17 6 3 3 11

1986 22 14 8 1 7 14

1987 20 9 11 1 5 14

1988 14 8 6 1 2 11

1989 14 6 8 3 2 9

1990 14 7 7 1 3 10

1991 18 7 11 6 3 9

1992 13 4 9 3 5 5

1993 13 3 10 1 2 10

1994 13 4 9 3 3 7

1995 19 6 13 2 6 11

1996 15 9 6 0 6 9

Average 17 8 9 2 4 10

Source: Taylor 1999: 23

ERA employment figures for 2005 record 42 Indigenous people working at 
Ranger mine, with 34 described as non-local Indigenous, and eight as local 
Indigenous. ‘Local Indigenous’ identify as traditional owners, and non-local 
identify as Indigenous, but not as traditional owners. Given that there are only 
about 23 adult Mirrar Gundjeihmi traditional owners, it is likely that the figure 
of eight local Indigenous workers at Ranger is based on the legacy of a confusion 
over the distinction between traditional owners and people from areas affected 
(see above). Table 3.2 represents a breakdown of Indigenous employment at 
Ranger mine in 2005.

There are a number of factors affecting rates of Indigenous employment at Ranger 
mine, including attitudes of the traditional owners to working at the mine, the 
extent of the available Indigenous labour pool, and other work opportunities 
within Indigenous organisations, local councils, and Kakadu National Park 
(Altman 1988). 
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Table 3.2 Indigenous employment at Ranger mine, 2005

Occupation Local Indigenous Non-local Indigenous Total
Traineeships 1 3 4

Apprenticeships 0 4 4

Semi-skilled/operator 4 23 27

Trade 0 1 1

Administration 1 3 4

Supervisor 1 0 1

Technical 1 0 1

Graduate 0 0 0

Professional 0 0 0

Specialist 0 0 0

Superintendent 0 0 0

Manager 0 0 0

Executive Manager 0 0 0

Total 8 34 42

Source: Rio Tinto 2006b

Poor outcomes against socioeconomic indicator areas such as health and education (Taylor 
1999), and alcohol abuse (D’Abbs and Jones 1996) are also factors. The Fox Inquiry 
(1977: 226) noted that Indigenous attitudes to employment differ considerably from the 
mainstream attitude ‘that those fit to work should do so […] if not for subsistence, at 
least for reasonable comfort’. Fox (1977: 226) also reported the tension between taking up 
employment and the ‘carrying out of customary duties’, and adherence ‘to the traditional 
lifestyle, to which regular work as we understand it is quite alien’. Such factors contribute 
to the lower rates of employment particularly of Indigenous people from the Kakadu and 
West Arnhem region as noted in Table 3.1.

The low value of mine-site employment to traditional owners of Ranger is 
demonstrated by their representative organisation, the Gundjeihmi Aboriginal 
Corporation’s (GAC) request that ERA not employ Mirrar or migrant Indigenous 
workers at the mine (interview, 24 June 2004). This request is motivated by 
the enduring tension between Mirrar and ERA over the existence of the mine 
and, more recently, the Jabiluka dispute. GAC claims that migrant Indigenous 
workers create tensions in the local Indigenous polity; more precisely some may 
potentially assert their rights in the area, on the basis that they derive from 
areas affected. (For discussion on the relative value of mine site employment at 
Ranger see Chapter 4; on Indigenous employment at Century mine, see Chapter 
6.) Consequently, at the time of fieldwork, ERA appeared to have abandoned any 
proactive Indigenous employment program. In addition, training schemes that 
were in place for prospective Indigenous employees had been scaled down, and 
the company maintained that it only had the capacity to train seven or eight 
Indigenous people at any one time. 
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Financial arrangements 

Financial arrangements associated with the Ranger mine are considered amongst 
the most lucrative for Indigenous people of any Australian mine (Kauffman 
1998: 57; O’Faircheallaigh 2003). However, complex arrangements in the ALRA 
concerning the management and distribution of Ranger mine royalties minimise 
the receipt of cash payment to individuals. The Agreement stipulated the upfront 
payment of $1.3 million at the commencement of mine construction in 1979 to 
the NLC for distribution to traditional owners pursuant to s.35(3) of the ALRA. 
Of this a total of $200 000 is recurrent rental money paid by the Commonwealth 
to the NLC for a period of 26 years from the commencement of the agreement 
in 1978 (Altman 1983a: 57). In addition an annual ad valorem royalty payment 
of 4.25 per cent is payable based on the value of ore extracted from the mine 
minus some transport and treatment costs. Royalty payments are made by ERA 
to the Commonwealth Government at the ad valorem rate of 5.5 per cent, of 
which 1.25 per cent is transferred to the Northern Territory Government7 and 
the remaining 4.25 per cent to the ABA as statutory royalty equivalents. The 
ABA retains 30 per cent of all royalty equivalents, and distributes 40 per cent to 
Northern Territory land councils for operational funding. At the discretion of 
land councils, 30 per cent is distributed to councils and associations in the area 
impacted by specific mining operations. However, the ALRA does not define 
what constitutes an area affected by the mining operation (see Altman 1996b). 
In 2006 the ALRA was amended and statutory amounts for the administration of 
land councils have since then been paid and determined at the discretion of the 
Commonwealth Minister for Indigenous Affairs. The organisational distribution 
of Ranger royalties is demonstrated in Fig. 3.1.

Total royalties paid by ERA and distributed to the ABA since the commencement 
of mining in 1980 are $207.7 million (see also ACIL Economics and Policy Ltd 
1993: 17, 1997: 3; ERA 2006). ERA has stated that the company has paid this 
amount to Indigenous interests;8 in fact they are paid to the state, which then 
distributes mining royalty equivalent (MRE) amounts to Indigenous interests 
and the Northern Territory Government. Traditional owner groups only 
receive 30 per cent of these payments via royalty associations that have been 
incorporated to receive such funds. The Gagadju Association was the nominated 
organisation to receive such payments from 1979 to 1995, and from 1996 to the 
present the GAC has received all royalty payments from Ranger. (On the politics 
of the transition from the Gagadju Association to the Gundjeihmi Association, 
see Chapter 4). 

7 This amount is in lieu of royalties that would normally be payable under the Northern Territory Mining 
Act. Uranium was classified in 1978 as a ‘prescribed substance’, which vests ownership of the mineral in the 
Commonwealth rather than the Northern Territory. 
8 ‘Four and a half square kilometres of land, about the size of a small mixed farm, has generated more than 
$137 million ($202.5 million in real terms) for the Northern Territory’s Aboriginal community’ (ERA 2006).
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Fig. 3.1 Distribution of Ranger royalties under the Aboriginal Land Rights 
(Northern Territory) Act 1976, April 2007

Note: * This represents the mining withholding tax levied at 4.5% on all payments made from the 
Aboriginals Benefit Account, but not on its investment revenue.

Source: Author’s own research

There has been much conjecture over the distribution and expenditure of royalty 
payments throughout the history of the Ranger project. It is commonly assumed 
that traditional owners personally receive large sums of money. Over time this 
assumption has resulted in the non-provision of government services on an 
equitable needs basis due to competing demands upon the financial resources of 
the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission (ATSIC) (Kakadu Region 
Social Impact Study (KRSIS) 1997a; O’Faircheallaigh 2004), and allegations of 
profligate expenditure by individuals and organisations alike. Such views are an 
historical legacy of the Queensland Mines Ltd (QML) Agreement, which related 
to the nearby Nabarlek uranium deposit. Negotiated after the RUM Agreement, 
the QML Agreement saw the distribution of cash payments to members of 
three associations prior to any distribution of RUM Agreement money in 1979. 
Significant upfront and rental payments were made directly to traditional owners 
via royalty associations with the intention of promoting local financial benefit 
by bypassing the ABA and its Northern Territory wide distribution under 
s.64(4) of the ALRA (see below) (Altman and Smith 1994: 9; O’Faircheallaigh 
1988). However, lack of distinction between traditional owners of the project 
area and traditional owners of areas affected and resulting confusion about the 
extent of entitlements led to significant contestation over the distribution of 
money (Altman and Smith 1994; Carroll 1983; Kesteven 1983).
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Table 3.3 Comparative distribution of Ranger royalty equivalents to Aboriginals 
Benefit Account and s.35(2) payments to royalty associations, 1980–2004

Financial year Aboriginals Benefit 
Account

Organisation Total annual 
payment

1980–81 $1 834 808 Gagudju Association $346 229

1981–82 $2 883 823 Gagudju Association $2 832 373

1982–83 $11 685 890 Data not available Data not available

1983–84 $13 541 562 Gagudju Association $3 581 779

1984–85 $13 150 664 Gagudju Association $1 628 257

1985–86 $13  541 462 Gagudju Association $1 482 592

1986–87 $14 106 926 Gagudju Association $5 279 762

1987–88 $12 427 478 Gagudju Association $3 057 547

1988–89 $10  417 118 Gagudju Association $2 482 203

1989–90 $9 223 100 Gagudju Association $2 498 469

1990–91 $10 039 276 Gagudju Association $2 444 458

1991–92 $6 983 649 Gagudju Association $1 949 576

1992–93 $5 344 029 Gagudju Association $1 510 222

1993–94 $4 531 601 Gagudju Association $1 280 630

1994–95 $3 577 281 Gagudju Association $723 565

1995–96 $4 669 201 GAC $1 658 550

1996–97 $5 971 412 GAC $1 719 766

1997–98 $8 099 873 GAC $2 169 358

1998–99 $7 452 285 GAC $2 253 573

1999–00 $7 482 282 GAC $2 203 414

2000–01 $8 419 633 GAC $5 434 443

2001–02 $7 303 794 GAC $1 878 365

2002–03 $7 490 362 GAC $5 096 404

2003–04 $7 637 338 GAC $1 990 839

Total $173 856 267 $53 682 608

Source: Compiled from Aboriginals Benefit Trust Account annual reports where available and from data 
held by Jabiru Regional Sustainability Project 

Under s.64(4) of the ALRA, residual amounts in the ABA after the payment 
of s.64(1) and s.64(3) money, are available at the discretion of the Minister for 
expenditure ‘to or for the benefit of Aborigines living in the Northern Territory’ 
(ABA 2005: 9; Altman 1983a: 72).9 There has been significant debate about the 
control of the ABA and whether its funds are public or private money (Altman 
and Levitus 1999; Altman and Pollack 1998a, 1999; Willheim 1999). In 2007 

9 The s.64(1) payments being 40% for the administrative expenses of land councils, and s.64(3) payments 
being royalty equivalents transferred to land councils for distribution to groups or communities affected by 
mining in accordance with s.35(2).
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the ABA reserve was approximately $100 million, and $50 million was being 
made available by the Commonwealth Government for the development of a 
Regional Economic Development Strategy (ABA 2005: 2). Indigenous people 
and representative organisations maintain that the $100 million held by the 
ABA, ‘are Aboriginal moneys generated by mining on Aboriginal land’ (Altman, 
Linkhorn and Clarke 2005: 21) and consequently should not be subject to 
ministerial discretion. Others view ABA funds as public money as they are paid 
from consolidated revenue (Altman, Linkhorn and Clarke 2005: 21; Reeves 1998). 
This debate has impacted negatively on the traditional owners of Ranger mine, 
by creating the public identification of them as ‘uranium sheiks’, an expression 
coined by Sir Joh Bjelke Petersen, the Premier of Queensland (Duffield 1979; 
O’Brien 2003). Such assumptions are founded on a lack of understanding of 
the structures associated with the distribution of payments, and a common 
misconception that royalty payments are spent on short-term consumption. For 
example, in an address to the Bennelong Society, John Reeves QC (2000) who 
undertook an enquiry into the ALRA stated that: 

most of the approximately $500  000  000 that flowed to Aboriginal 
Territorians during the first twenty years of the Land Rights Act 
was expended in Land Council administration costs and short-term 
consumption by individual Aborigines, and very little of it seems to 
have been applied to improving the prospects for future generations of 
Aboriginal Territorians. 

Such a view overlooks the Gagudju Association’s significant investments 
in tourism infrastructure in the Kakadu region, including the Crocodile and 
Cooinda hotels (see Chapter 4). Altman and Pollack (1999: 5) argue that such 
criticisms are a consequence of the illogical financial framework of the ALRA 
which obfuscates the purposes of MREs. Whether MREs are ‘compensation’ 
for mining impacts, or ‘mineral rent sharing’, and the consequent entitlements 
of Indigenous residents and traditional owners, is not specified in the ALRA 
(Altman and Levitus 1999: 2–5; see also Altman and Pollack 1999).

In 2003 the GAC received approximately $1.17  million of the approximately 
$7.6  million annual payment of Ranger mine royalties paid to the ABA.10 
Individual payments accounted for approximately $500  000; when divided 
between the approximately 240 royalty recipients, this resulted in an annual 
payment of approximately $2 400 per person (see also Altman 1997: 180).11 A 
further $20 000 was allocated for whitegoods, furniture and other household 

10 Altman and Pollack (1999) highlight that despite the 40/30/30 division of MREs defined in the Act which 
were based upon the recommendations of the Woodward Commission, lack of definition in the purposes of 
such payments means that actual divisions of MREs have been more fluid. 
11 Not all traditional owners pay family members within the region, resulting in more uneven distributions 
than these figures suggest.
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items across the membership. The remaining $1.5  million was allocated to a 
range of social services for the membership and the region, including aged 
care facilities, purchase of one community vehicle, and infrastructural and 
consumable outstation support (e.g. repairs, maintenance, fuel for generators). 
Money was also allocated for investment and administration for the Corporation 
itself (GAC 2003).

Historically, Ranger royalties distributed via the Gagudju Association were 
expended on a range of services and investments, including a children’s trust, 
and relatively minor amounts were distributed to individuals (Altman 1996b). 
An unanticipated consequence of the payment of MREs has been the direction 
of government funding away from the Kakadu region, against the perception 
that Indigenous people in the region are capable of servicing their needs 
from MREs (Altman 1997; Altman and Levitus 1999: 17–18; Commonwealth 
of Australia 1997: 146–147; KRSIS 1997a: 10–13, 35; von Sturmer 1982: 83). 
Such substitution has negatively impacted on the benefits flowing from Ranger 
mine to the extent that with the receipt of MREs Indigenous people in the 
Kakadu region are arguably economically worse off than those in neighbouring 
regions (Altman 1998; O’Faircheallaigh 2004). If such funds are intended for 
compensation for mining impacts then ideally they should be used to offset 
such impacts, and ‘Aborigines should accrue zero net benefits’; if the payments 
represent revenue then recipients should be ‘better off after receipt of such 
payments’ (Altman 1983b: 3). Altman (1983b: 22, see also 1985a) concludes 
that the ALRA’s obscurity over the purpose of MRE payments is a fundamental 
weakness in the Act. 

Business development 

In 2007 there were no private Indigenous businesses associated with the 
operation of the mine. The Djabulukgu Association fulfilled the role of 
resourcing outstations in the area, and undertook some contracting within 
Jabiru. In addition it manages a number of tourism ventures, including at the 
Bowali visitor centre gallery and café (at the headquarters of Kakadu National 
Park), and conducts tours on the East Alligator River. The Gagudju Association 
maintains investments in two hotels within the region, and owns the Border 
Store on the East Alligator River, and the Warrradjan Cultural Centre. The major 
hotel investments of the Gagudju Association have achieved very low levels of 
Indigenous employment (KRSIS 1997b: 34).

In the 1980s the Gagudju Association, as the initial royalty-receiving organisation, 
quickly established an investment portfolio and a number of contracting outlets 
associated with its adopted role of outstation resource centre. However, the 
initial success of the Gagudju Association in the area of business development 
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was impacted by a number of factors, including the pilot’s strike of 1989, a 
downturn in uranium prices, commercial expansion of the organisation, and 
issues related to its internal governance (Altman 1997: 181). Ultimately the 
GAC was established to receive s.35 money, and thus reduced the Gagudju 
Association’s capacity to continue as a service organisation in the region. At the 
time of fieldwork for this study, the Gagudju Association maintained its business 
investments but did not operate any contracting services (for discussion of the 
demise of the Gagudju Association and the emergence of the GAC see Chapter 4). 

Environment

Environmental controls within the agreement are stipulated by the Environment 
Protection (Alligator Rivers Region) Act 1978, which establishes an independent 
monitoring unit originally called the Office of the Supervising Scientist, now 
known as the Environmental Research Institute of the Supervising Scientist 
(ERISS). ERISS has conducted extensive long-term monitoring of radiation levels 
in the region throughout the life of the mine, which is constructed adjacent 
to the Magela Creek. Environmental concerns are paramount for the residents 
of outstations on the Magela Creek floodplain downstream from the mine who 
utilise the creek system for a range of hunting and subsistence fishing activities. 
A recent study by the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Studies examining the health impacts of uranium mining in the Kakadu 
region reported that the incidence of cancer amongst the Indigenous population 
of the region was 90 per cent higher than for Indigenous people in the Northern 
Territory generally (Tatz et al. 2006). However, the suggestion that such an 
increase is due to uranium mining has been scientifically refuted by a recent 
report commissioned by the Commonwealth Government  reviewing uranium 
mining and future prospects for a nuclear industry in Australia (Commonwealth 
of Australia 2006: 204).

Despite the strict controls in place at Ranger by 2007 there had been in excess of 
120 infringements of the regulatory regime over the life of the mine, including 
a number of accidental releases of water into the creek system from the tailings 
dam (Commonwealth of Australia 1997; ERISS 2005). A 2006 Commonwealth 
report claims that ongoing Office of the Supervising Scientist monitoring makes 
Ranger one of the ‘most highly scrutinised mines in the world’ (Commonwealth 
of Australia 2006: 102), and that ‘the large number of incidents reflects the 
rigour of the reporting framework, rather than the standard of environmental 
performance’ (Commonwealth of Australia 2006: 103).12 

12 An opposing view is presented of the monitoring regime and the environmental performance of the 
Ranger mine in Mirrar Gundjeihmi submissions to the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights 
(GAC 2001). 
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The Yandi Land Use Agreement

In the Pilbara, Cousins and Nieuwenhuysen considered the operation of the 
Broken Hill Proprietary Ltd (BHP) owned Mt Whaleback iron ore mine and 
the impact of the early mineral boom on Indigenous people. A number of their 
observations are relevant to the YLUA (although the Mt Whaleback mine is not 
a subject of this study). They assert that the development of iron ore reserves 
in the region, which resulted in the construction of 11 new mining and coastal 
towns and a significant population increase, ‘occurred without any Aboriginal 
involvement’ (Cousins and Nieuwenhuysen 1984: 120). Post 1961 the Western 
Australian Government’s drive to develop the Pilbara’s vast iron ore reserves has 
enabled mining companies ‘to disregard Aboriginal interests in the Pilbara [and] 
denied access to the new opportunities, Aboriginals are becoming even more 
dependent on the welfare system’ (Cousins and Nieuwenhuysen 1984: 120). A 
senior Nyiyaparli woman resident in the mining town of Tom Price in 2007, 
recounted that her now deceased husband, an experienced miner, was arrested 
for entering the town in 1982, a time when Tom Price was a restricted-access 
mining town (interview, 8 August 2003). The purpose of his visit was to seek 
employment with the mining company.

A 2005 demographic study of the Pilbara highlights that low Indigenous 
employment in industry, high levels of welfare dependence and poor outcomes 
against standard social indicators persist (Taylor and Scambary 2005). In 2005, 
unprecedented demand from China and India for iron ore, spurred increased 
exploration activity, increased production at existing mines, the development 
of new reserves, and major capital investment in rail and port infrastructure. 
Pilbara mining towns were no longer restricted to company employees, and 
construction of new housing stock to accommodate the increasing and largely 
fly-in-fly-out workforce had commenced. The study noted that the Indigenous 
population in the region is also increasing, but that the Indigenous share of the 
Pilbara economy is declining, in contrast to the overall economic growth in the 
region (Taylor and Scambary 2005).

Cousins and Nieuwenhuysen note that during the early development of 
iron ore reserves no beneficial arrangements were established for Indigenous 
people of the Pilbara in relation to the establishment of Indigenous businesses, 
employment, or the provision of financial benefits. As noted in Chapter 2, there 
is no land rights legislation in Western Australia, although some royalty rights 
emerged from the recommendations of the Seaman Enquiry into land rights in 
Western Australia (Seaman 1984). Many current iron ore mines in the Pilbara 
were in operation at the time of their study. Consequently, the majority of mines 
owned by BHP and Rio Tinto, the predominant iron ore producers in the Pilbara, 
predate the NTA, and are considered ‘category C past acts’ under s.15(1)(d)231 
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of the Act,13 and do not attract compensatory regimes. Since the passing of the 
NTA a number of newly established mines have required resource developers 
to negotiate agreements with Indigenous claimants in accordance with s.29 
of the NTA, which is the ‘right to negotiate’ provision of the Act. The YLUA, 
however, is a private agreement outside the terms of the NTA, and therefore is 
not an Indigenous Land Use Agreement. In addition to the YLUA, a number of 
other agreements in the Central Pilbara have been negotiated since the passing 
of the NTA, notably the neighbouring Eastern Gurruma Agreement, and BHP’s 
Mining Area C Agreement. However, the initial impact of such agreements on 
the overall socioeconomic profile of Indigenous people in the Pilbara has been 
minimal (Taylor and Scambary 2005).

In March 1997, the YLUA was signed by Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd (now Pilbara 
Iron—see below), a wholly owned subsidiary of Rio Tinto, and Gumala Aboriginal 
Corporation, representing 430 Nyiyaparli, Banyjima and Yinhawangka people. 
The primary purpose of the agreement is to legitimate land access for the 
establishment and operation of the Yandicoogina Iron Ore Mine in the Central 
Pilbara. However, the agreement has a regional focus and concerns an area of 
approximately 26 000 square kilometres (Senior 2000), encompassing much of 
the traditional land interests of the three language groups, and a substantial area 
of Pilbara Iron’s mining and exploration tenements in the region. Notably the 
Yandicoogina deposit is also subject of mining tenements held by rival iron ore 
miner BHP. The Yinhawangka, Banyjima and Nyiyaparli people are parties to a 
separate agreement with BHP concerning the BHP-owned Yandi Mine.14

In 2007 Pilbara Iron operated the Yandicoogina mine as part of a network of 
mines in the region including Mt Tom Price, Brockman, Channar, Eastern and 
Western Ranges, Pannawonica, West Angelas, Marandoo, and Paraburdoo (see 
Fig. 5.1).15 These mines are connected to coastal shipping operations at Dampier 
and Wickham by an extensive private network of roads and railway lines. BHP 
also operates iron ore mines at Mt Whaleback, Jimbelbar, Yarrie, Satellite Ore 
Bodies 23, 25, 29, 30 (these are considered as a single mine), BHP Yandi, and 

13 Category C past acts are grants of mining interests made before the passing of the NTA, and in some 
cases the Racial Discrimination Act 1975, which are validated under s.15(1)(d)231 of the NTA. Such acts do 
not extinguish native title, but do not attract the ‘right to negotiate’ provisions (s.29), or other compensatory 
regimes.
14 The Mining Area C Agreement between Yinhawangka, Banyjima, Nyiyaparli people and BHP establishes 
the IBN Corporation with the same membership as Gumala (see Chapter 5 for a more detailed discussion).
15 Yandicoogina mine refers to the Pilbara Iron operated mine; whilst BHP Yandi is used to refer to the 
BHP operated mine on the same deposit. Until 2000 there were three iron ore producers in the Pilbara, being 
Hamersley Iron, Robe Resources and BHP. However, Rio Tinto, the parent company of Hamersley Iron, 
acquired a 52% stake in Robe when it acquired North Pty Ltd and operates a number of mines in the region 
as a single network under the company, Pilbara Iron. 
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Area C; the latter two in proximity to the Hamersley Iron-operated Yandicoogina 
mine. In 2007 it is estimated that Pilbara iron ore resources have a lifespan of 
hundreds of years.

Prior to the development of the Yandicoogina mine, Hamersley Iron established 
the Marandoo mine within the bounds of the Karijini National Park amidst 
protest from Central Pilbara Indigenous groups. The Davis (1995) announcement 
of commitment to work within the spirit of the NTA identifies the dispute 
over the development of Marandoo as a catalyst for Rio Tinto’s new approach 
towards working with Indigenous people. In response to the development, 
and with concerns about a sacred site, members of the Karijini Aboriginal 
Corporation, which represented the interests of the Banyjima, Yinhawangka and 
Eastern Guruma people of the Hamersley Ranges, mobilised and occupied the 
construction site. The major concern was:

the lack of proper consultation and the lack of opportunities to discuss 
the project with the company so as their concerns could be addressed 
and hopefully to reach some point of agreement on how cultural issues 
should be addressed by the company (Wyatt 1992). 

However, the sacred site was destroyed in early earthworks and construction 
of the mine. Indigenous opposition and Hamersley Iron’s belligerent approach 
to the processes of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 delayed the project by 
two years and the company lost significant exports and preferential contracts 
(Bradshaw 1999; see also Trebeck 2005). Ultimately the Western Australian 
Government, under the premiership of Carmen Lawrence, excised the project 
area from the purview of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 (Bradshaw 1999). In 
addition the mine area and a transport corridor were excised from the Karijini 
National Park to allow the development to proceed. A senior Martu Idja Banyjima 
man involved with the Karijini Aboriginal Corporation and instrumental in the 
Marandoo protests, stated (interview, 3 April 2003) that:

Marandoo was an attempt by Aboriginal people to change Hamersley 
Iron as a company. If they had had a positive approach to development, 
that could have dealt with the issues. We only asked the system to 
consider our issues; it was not our fault that we had to ask, and it was 
not our fault that there was a delay with the development. 

Wishing to avoid the delays, and because of negative public perception of 
the company that had been generated by the Marandoo dispute, Hamersley 
Iron chose a different course of action in developing the Yandicoogina deposit 
(Horwood 2002). In addition, subsequent to the Mabo judgement the NTA had 
been passed in the interim; this provided a further impetus for a negotiated 
outcome with Indigenous people with traditional interests in the region.
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Hamersley Iron’s presence in the Pilbara from the early 1960s (Trengrove 1976) 
precedes the existence of any Indigenous organisations, and as such the company 
enjoyed good relationships and familiarity with a number of Indigenous leaders 
and individuals. On the basis of such relationships it was confident that it could 
proceed with negotiations by funding relevant groups directly to hire negotiators 
and other experts as required. Hamersley Iron appointed and funded Perth 
lawyer Clive Senior as a moderator for negotiations. In addition, a commercial 
lawyer was appointed as the negotiator for Indigenous people. Senior’s account 
(2000: 4) of negotiations emphasises the changes in corporate practices by Rio 
Tinto in relation to Indigenous affairs, in response to the Marandoo dispute 
and the advent of the NTA. Senior (2000: 8) notes that ‘although mining had 
been going on in the Pilbara for over 30 years no one had ever before consulted 
Aboriginal people about it, let alone invited them to negotiate over a project’. 
The company deliberately established ‘personal relations with Aboriginal 
leaders who had a history of opposition to previous projects and who had most 
reason to mistrust Hamersley’ (Senior 2000: 5). However, a senior Martu Idja 
Banyjima man described (interview, 3 April 2003) the divisive effect of Rio Tinto’s 
exploitation of the absence of a strong Indigenous representative organisation 
and its own superior resources to provide assistance to key individuals in the 
negotiating period. Hamersley Iron hired a liaison officer:16 

…whose role was to be the bbq man. They wanted to distract people 
from the unity and solidarity that had been built up during Marandoo. 
It was hard for the Karijini Aboriginal Corporation as we didn’t have the 
resources, and people got more assistance from Hamersley Iron than we 
could give. The propaganda then and now is something we have to deal 
with, they had lots of ads in the paper, and it caused a lot of conflict 
amongst us.

At one of three large bush meetings held during negotiations the Yinhawangka, 
Banyjima, and Nyiyaparli language groups decided to unite under the umbrella 
of a common organisation.17 Gumala Aboriginal Corporation (Gumala)—gumala 
is a Banyjima word meaning ‘altogether’—was constituted with a governing 
committee of 18 with six representatives from each of the three language groups, 
and became the main interface with the company in negotiations. Gumala was 
funded by Hamersley Iron to hire negotiators, facilitators, and other consultants. 
Senior (2000: 9) states that Hamersley Iron did not influence Gumala’s choice 
of negotiators and advisers. However, the first secretary of Gumala maintains 

16 The term ‘bbq man’ is used extensively in the Central Pilbara as a derogatory reference to mining 
company liaison staff ‘…they come, they cook us a bbq, then they go’ (interview, 15 August 2003). 
17 The Karijini Association was involved in early negotiations but did not represent the interests of the 
Nyiyaparli people. 
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that the autonomy of the Gumala membership was compromised early on by 
the financial arrangements between Gumala and Hamersley Iron, particularly in 
relation to expert consultants who were hired (interview, 9 April 2003).

Despite concerns about the substance of the agreement, and the intentions of 
Hamersley Iron given the legacy of the Marandoo dispute, members of the three 
language groups were not unilaterally opposed to mining of the Yandicoogina 
deposit. According to the Secretary of Gumala Aboriginal Corporation at the 
time of fieldwork, the negotiations were conducted in such a short timeframe 
that Hamersley Iron was able to gain a competitive edge over their rival in 
the region, BHP, by being able to commence their operations earlier, and to 
negotiate supply contracts earlier. Indeed, he claims that the total of $60 million 
in community benefits that was eventually negotiated by the three groups as 
a community benefits package’ over the 20 year life of the agreement was less 
than the pre-production profits of Hamersley Iron through having gained such a 
competitive advantage (interview, 11 August 2003; Egglestone 2002). He credits 
the short negotiation period to the good will of the Indigenous parties involved, 
who could have chosen to pursue the agreement through the much longer and 
adversarial ‘right to negotiate’ process under the NTA. However, pursuing such 
a course would probably not have stalled development, but could potentially 
expose the Indigenous groups to a protracted process with the risk of a negative 
outcome.18

The community benefits package of the YLUA was envisaged to include 
approximately $60  million in cash payment to Gumala over the anticipated 
20 year life of the mine. However, increased production in response to world 
demand for iron ore make it likely that the mine will have a 10–15 year lifespan, 
and Gumala will be paid significantly more than the anticipated $60 million 
(interview, 28 August 2003). In addition a range of training, employment, heritage 
protection and business enterprise development initiatives are contained in the 
agreement and, there are provisions for the staged return of Rocklea Station, 
which is owned by the mining company.

The following is a brief outline of the agreement based on the public record.19 
‘Community’ benefits from the Agreement are primarily administered via 
Gumala in the form of trust funds known as the General Trust and the Elderly 

18 O’Faircheallaigh (2006) notes that when resource projects are the subject of native title arbitration 
processes, outcomes for Indigenous people are rarely favourable. 
19 Details of the Agreement are commercial in confidence. Lowitja O’Donoghue (in Kauffman 1998: vi) states, 
‘It is in the interest of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and other Australians to understand what 
these arrangements have been, their legal basis and economic importance. Details of some mining agreements 
have been kept secret in the past at the insistence of the companies involved’. Altman (1983a) asserted earlier 
that secrecy provisions concerning agreements make it difficult for Indigenous people to ‘ratchet-up’ benefits 
in the context of negotiations.
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Infirm Trust. Gumala has developed a business enterprise unit known as Gumala 
Enterprises Pty Ltd (GEPL), and has entered into joint business ventures in 
transport, equipment hire and camp management services in the Pilbara region.

Fig. 3.2 Organisational structure of Gumala Aboriginal Corporation

Source: Hoffmeister 2002

The trusts are designed to provide assistance to the membership through the 
delivery of programs such as investments, culture, law, community development, 
business development and education. The capacity of the trusts to make 
financial payments to individual members is restricted by the charitable nature 
of the trusts.20 Any such payments incur a tax liability. In the first five years 
of the operation of the trusts Hamersley Iron paid approximately $15.3 million 
into the trusts. The lack of direct access to these funds for Indigenous parties 
to the agreement due to trust arrangements has led many Gumala members 
to perceive that they have no control over the compensatory benefits derived 
from the YLUA. Indeed, the establishment of the rival IBN Corporation (see 
Chapter 5) pursuant to an agreement with BHP in respect of the adjacent BHP 
Yandi mine, was in part driven by dissatisfaction with such arrangements. 
Such dissatisfaction is encapsulated in the comment from a Banyjima man, who 

20 A Supreme Court of the Northern Territory decision relating to the Groote Eylandt Aboriginal Trust 
supports this view (John Flynn, Bryan Massey, Lance Tremlett, Jambana Lalara et al., 1996). 
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was the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the IBN Corporation at the time of 
fieldwork, that ‘We have the richest trusts, but the poorest people’ (interview, 9 
April 2003). (On the trusts associated with the YLUA, see Chapter 5).

A review of the Gumala trusts, by a private consultant contracted by Hamersley 
Iron and Gumala Aboriginal Corporation, heavily criticised the operation of the 
General Foundation, and in particular the excessively prudential management 
style of the Perth-based trustees (Hoffmeister 2002). Areas for expenditure of 
the General Foundation are stipulated in the trust deed, which divides the 
funds between education and training, business development, community 
development, and cultural purposes. The review highlighted significant 
confusion over how people could access funds from the trust for business 
development. Consequently relatively few proposals had been received by the 
time of this study. In addition what the review terms the cautious approach 
of the trustees towards Indigenous business enterprises—for example viewing 
small business as a high-risk activity, and the requirement that any business 
development proposal must have a community benefit—has meant that no 
businesses had been supported prior to the review. A number of private 
Indigenous businesses do exist in the region, such as the Wanu Wanu cultural 
training organisation, but generally these are supported directly by Hamersley 
Iron outside the auspices of Gumala and the YLUA (Hoffmeister 2002).

As of 2007 additional assistance in relation to training and employment aspects 
of the Agreement were provided by Hamersley Iron’s Aboriginal Training and 
Liaison group (ATAL), a body set up and controlled by Hamersley Iron to deliver 
stakeholder consultation programs to assist in Indigenous employment in the 
region. ATAL coordinates a range of programs including plant operator training, 
small business development, community development, heritage, Aboriginal 
liaison, cross-cultural training, the Roebourne education project, and it is 
also involved in native title negotiations on behalf of the company. ATAL was 
established after the Marandoo dispute in response to Indigenous demands for 
greater employment opportunities. As such, the scope of ATAL operations are 
company-wide and not specifically focused on the Indigenous parties to the 
YLUA. Central to ATAL training at the time of research was the Earthworks Skills 
Training, which focused on heavy machinery operation. Usually traineeships 
lasted 10 months during which period trainees were involved in company 
projects such as the preparation of drill pads for exploration and maintenance of 
the extensive private road network of Pilbara Iron. In addition to the earthworks 
training, ATAL also conducted an Archaeological Assistants training course 
focusing on the identification, recording and management of archaeological sites 
and artefacts (see discussion of heritage below and also Chapter 5).

ATAL traineeships are the subject of mixed opinions amongst the Indigenous 
parties to the YLUA. Some perceive that very few who complete the traineeships 
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actually gain employment in Pilbara Iron operations. Subsequent employment 
of trainees is difficult to track due to the large number of employers in the 
region and the competition for Indigenous labour. Both BHP and Pilbara Iron 
aim to have 12 per cent Indigenous employees across their operations to reflect 
the Indigenous proportion of the region’s population (Taylor and Scambary 
2005). In addition a number of Indigenous contracting companies now exist 
in the Pilbara, including Gumala contracting, Ngarda Civil and Mining, and 
Indigenous Mining Services, the contracting arm of the IBN Corporation.

Table 3.4 Indigenous employment at Pilbara Iron and contracting services, 
by occupational area, 2005a

Occupation Local 
Indigenous

Non-local 
Indigenous

Employed 
by Pilbara 

Iron 

Employed 
by 

contractor

Total

Pre-employment 
program

8 6 14 0 14

Traineeships 0 11 1 10 11

Apprenticeships 11 6 2 15 17

Semi-skilled operator 79 44 90 33 123

Trade 5 4 9 0 9

Administration 0 0 0 0 0

Supervisor 1 2 3 0 3

Technical 0 1 1 0 1

Graduate 0 0 0 0 0

Professional 2 0 2 0 2

Specialist 0 0 0 0 0

Superintendent 1 1 2 0 2

Manager/Principal 1 0 1 0 1

Executive Manager 0 0 0 0 0

Sub-total 108 75 125 58 183

TOTAL 183 183 183

a. Includes trainees, apprentices and participants in the pre-employment program

Source: Rio Tinto 2006b

However, company employment records provided by ATAL indicate that over 1992–
2003, 53 Indigenous apprenticeships had been commenced, and 113 traineeships had 
been undertaken with a 90 per cent retention rate overall. The same records indicate 
that graduate employment was 83 per cent, with 72 per cent employed within Rio 
Tinto (ATAL 2003). Current Indigenous employment across Pilbara Iron’s workforce 
is shown in Table 3.4. Given that the total workforce of Pilbara Iron is 3 555, the 
number of Indigenous employees is approximately 4.5 per cent of the overall Pilbara 
Iron workforce (Taylor and Scambary 2005: 45).
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Over the past decade, the iron ore industry in the Pilbara has been rapidly 
expanding due to increased world demand. An immediate effect is the requirement 
to identify and develop new ore reserves. The establishment of ATAL following 
the Marandoo dispute, a heightened awareness of Indigenous issues within Rio 
Tinto, and the absence of representative Indigenous organisations in the early 
1990s led to the development of a comprehensive in-house heritage program 
(Bradshaw 1999). In 2007 ATAL employed six archaeologists whose primary 
task is to undertake heritage clearances for Pilbara Iron’s exploration and 
development program in accordance with the Western Australian Aboriginal 
Heritage Act 1972.

The principal objective of the 1999 heritage protocol is to integrate the 
management of cultural heritage into the operations of the company, to attain 
compliance with the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972, and to foster consultation 
with Indigenous stakeholders (RioTinto n.d.). Heritage surveys consist of both 
ethnographic and archaeological examination of areas prior to disturbance. 
Aboriginal consultants are hired to identify and advise on the significance of 
sites or material cultural heritage. Reports of heritage surveys are maintained 
by ATAL’s heritage unit, and inform the issuing of internal company Aboriginal 
Heritage Ground Disturbance Permits required for any physical disturbance of 
previously undisturbed areas. Often work programs associated with exploration 
activities are altered to avoid areas of cultural heritage significance. However, 
in many cases and in consultation with Indigenous consultants who have a 
traditional interest in the area, an application for either salvage or destruction 
of a heritage place may occur under s.18 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972.

A 2003 review of ATAL noted the views of Indigenous people in relation to 
heritage as being ‘a big improvement on the relationship between Hamersley 
Iron and Aboriginal cultural heritage 5 years ago’ (Dames and Moore-NRM 
2003: 21). There is no doubt that the ATAL heritage program is sophisticated 
and unusual within a resource development company. However, in the course of 
fieldwork significant concern was expressed in relation to the heritage activities 
of the company. The primary concern of a number of Indigenous people was 
how the scale of exploration activities in the region had increased the number of 
heritage surveys undertaken and the number of s.18 notices lodged. Such notices 
authorise the ‘salvage’, meaning removal, of Indigenous material culture in the 
event of conflicting land use objectives (see Ritter 2003). A senior Yinhawangka 
woman expressed concern about the number of s.18 notices relating to 
expansion of the Channar and Eastern Ranges mines in Yinhawangka country. 
She saw this as diminishing the historical presence of Indigenous people on the 
landscape and compromising existing cultural heritage for future generations 
(interview, 30 November 2004; see also Morgan, Kwaymullina and Kwaymullina 
2006). Amendments to the Act in 1980 after the Noonkanbah dispute increased 
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ministerial authority over heritage protection, and thereby reduced Indigenous 
rights and control over significant areas in contested development situations 
(Berndt 1982: 233–53; Dillon 1983; Maddock 1983: 151; Ritter 2003: 199).

Other issues associated with the cultural heritage surveys include the selection 
of Indigenous consultants and the quality of their communication with other 
group members. The nature of communication within the cultural heritage 
process has led a number of native title claimant groups to insist on conducting 
heritage surveys through working groups of the Pilbara Native Title Service 
(PNTS), which was the NTRB for the region.21 Working groups are established 
as authorised bodies for the purposes of consultation in relation to the native 
title claims process, and membership represents claimant groups (YMBBMAC 
2007). Although Pilbara Iron engaged with the PNTS in relation to heritage, it 
maintains that the working group process entailed significant delays compared 
to its in-house management of surveys and work area clearances. In addition 
Pilbara Iron holds that PNTS involvement has politicised the heritage process 
and led to a situation where Indigenous groups are using it to lever additional 
benefits from the company for developments on tenements pre-dating the NTA.

A feature of the heritage process of Pilbara Iron is that ATAL generates internal 
expertise in Indigenous land interests and heritage issues that would normally 
be the domain of an Indigenous organisation. The PNTS complains that ATAL 
fosters the inherent conflict of interest entailed in company control of Indigenous 
heritage issues, particularly in relation to the identification and application for 
salvage or destruction of heritage for the purposes of mineral development.22 
Increasingly, Indigenous groups identify the heritage process as their only 
negotiating tool for the expansion of existing reserves and operations. The 
Yinhawangka instituted a boycott of the heritage process in 2004, primarily due 
to company intransigence in relation to expansion of the Channar and Eastern 
Ranges operations which, being on tenements that pre-date the NTA, are 
classified as ‘past acts’; consequently there is no legal reason for the company to 
negotiate further agreements with Yinhawangka (YMBBMAC and PNTS 2005). 

21 The PNTS came under the banner of the Yamatji Marlpa Barna Baba Maaja Aboriginal Corporation 
(YMBBMAC). In 2008 the two organisations combined under the single name Yamatji Marlpa Aboriginal 
Corporation as the NTRB for the Pilbara and the Murchison, Gascoyne and Midwest regions of Western 
Australia.
22 Moore (1999: 248), commenting on the relationship of ‘independent’ anthropological consultants and the 
Western Australian mining industry in the context of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972, asks the question ‘if 
independence is really a code word for the economic dependence of private consultants on developers, how 
well can we expect Aboriginal heritage to fare?’.
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The Gulf Communities Agreement 

The GCA relates to the CZL lead-zinc mine in the southern Gulf of Carpentaria. 
It was signed in 1997 by CZL, the Queensland Government and the Waanyi, 
Mingginda, Gkuthaarn and Kukatj people,23 after a bitter and protracted dispute 
between parent company CRA and members of the broader Gulf Aboriginal 
community (Martin 1998). Delay associated with disputation, and the refusal of 
the Queensland Government to work within the bounds of the NTA at the time, 
led CZL to lodge s.29 notices (under pre-amended NTA) and ultimately negotiate 
an agreement with the registered applicants of three native title claimant groups 
(Martin 1998).24 Indeed, at the time the GCA was signed, there were eight native 
title claims lodged in respect to the project area. Five of these were lodged by 
and on behalf of Waanyi people, one on behalf of Gkuthaarn and Kukatj people, 
one on behalf of Gkuthaarn people, and one on behalf of Mingginda. All eight 
claims were lodged between 1994 and 1996.

The Century mine is in the southern Gulf of Carpentaria, 250 kilometres 
north-west of Mount Isa. A slurry pipeline connects the mine to a port facility 
around 350 kilometres east of the mine at Karumba on the coast of the Gulf of 
Carpentaria (see Fig. 6.1). Lardil and Kaiadilt language groups of Mornington 
and Bentinck Islands also assert that the project affects their seaward estates, 
but they are not party to the agreement (Harwood 2001; Marr 2001). Parallels in 
the structures of the GCA and the YLUA are apparent as CRA (later Rio Tinto) 
negotiated both agreements concurrently. However, Century negotiations 
began earlier and occurred over seven years (1990–97) (Blowes and Trigger 
1998). Unlike the YLUA, which is between a mining company and a specifically 
established Indigenous corporation, the Queensland State Government is also a 
party in the GCA. Subsequent to the negotiation of the GCA, and prior to the 
commencement of production, Rio Tinto divested its interests in Century to 
Pasminco, which re-listed as Zinifex in April 2004 after going into voluntary 
administration (Zinifex 2004).

Whilst it is difficult to draw a corollary between the Cousins and Nieuwenhuysen 
(1984) study of Queensland mining operations and the more recent Century 
mine, the historical experience of Indigenous people in relation to mines on 
Cape York and at Mt Isa are important to understanding the context for Century 
(Blowes and Trigger 1998: 118; Harwood 2001). In particular there are close 
regional and cultural ties between the Waanyi residents, and Lardil traditional 

23 Gkuthaarn and Kukatj are often referred to as one group on the basis of their close cultural and kin ties. 
24 Section 29 of the NTA is known as the ‘right to negotiate’ provision of the Act. Notices are issued 
under s.29 the signal the intent of a third party to acquire native title rights and interests, with a two month 
response period. Once a response has been made by people who assert that they have a native title right, 
usually via the lodgement of a native title claim, a strict negotiating period applies. 
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owners of Mornington Island and the Wik people of Cape York on whose land 
the Comalco bauxite mine is built. Similar links exist between the Indigenous 
polity of the Doomagee/Burketown region and that of Mt Isa, the major regional 
centre in the southern Gulf of Carpentaria. Strong networks and knowledge of 
the historical experience of Indigenous people in relation to the mines at Mt Isa 
and Cape York undoubtedly have influenced the interactions and opposition of 
Indigenous people in relation to the Century mine. In their survey of mining 
agreements, Cousins and Nieuwenhuysen identify higher than average rates 
of Indigenous employment at both Mt Isa and Cape York, but also that the 
establishment of both mines excluded consideration of Indigenous interests.25 
Unusually high local Indigenous employment rates at Century and enduring 
tension between signatories to the GCA and the mining company reflect how 
Indigenous people both derive value and count cost in relation to large scale 
and, in the case of Century, limited life mineral development (see Chapter 6).

The GCA is a complex document that commits the five native title groups, CZL, 
and the Queensland Government to a relationship that is designed primarily 
to facilitate the mining and transportation of ore from the Century mine. In 
addition the objectives of the GCA for Indigenous people include the reduction 
of welfare dependence, and the promotion of economic self-sufficiency, better 
health and education standards, access to country and community and cultural 
development. Undoubtedly, such aims flow from Indigenous people’s symbolic 
approach to negotiations, and their desire to achieve appropriate recompense 
for past injustices, including dispossession of traditional lands and subsequent 
enduring poverty (Blowes and Trigger 1998: 109). As Martin cautions, however, 
existing Indigenous disadvantage in the region poses serious challenges for 
realising these goals (Martin 1998: 4). Failure of the GCA to attain any substantial 
improvement in the relative disadvantage of Indigenous people, particularly the 
Waanyi language group, is the subject of intense efforts of the Carpentaria Land 
Council Aboriginal Corporation (CLCAC) to seek amendments to the agreement 
(Flucker 2003a, 2003b). Such attempts include the conduct of a review of the 
GCA by the Waanyi Nation Aboriginal Corporation (WNAC), which followed a 
nine-day occupation of the mine canteen in 2002 by approximately 200 Waanyi 
people. (On relations between Waanyi people and the mine, see Chapter 6.)

The Indigenous parties to the GCA agree to surrender their native title rights 
and interests in relation to the mine, the transportation corridor and the port 
facility at Karumba. In addition they have agreed to cooperate with CZL by 
allowing exploration activities in the Project Area and on the pastoral holdings 
owned by CZL (see Fig. 6.1) (GCA 1997: 8). CZL is obliged to provide training and 

25 Agreements concerning long-term bauxite mines on Cape York had been negotiated by 2007. Notably 
the Western Cape Communities Co-existence Agreement between Rio Tinto’s Comalco bauxite mine and 11 
Indigenous groups. The Agreement provides for approximately $1.3 million per annum paid in to a community 
trust for community development purposes and beneficial arrangements in relation to employment.
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employment opportunities; appropriate environmental protection; protection 
and management of sacred sites; access to pastoral leases held by the company 
for the pursuit of traditional and pastoral management activities; the staged 
transfer of these pastoral leases to native title holders; monetary payments; and 
financial resources and other assistance for the establishment of small businesses, 
joint ventures and contracting opportunities (GCA 1997: 8).

For its part the State of Queensland made Lawn Hill National Park available for 
claim under the Queensland Aboriginal Land Act 1991, and provided the sum of 
$400 000 towards the conduct of the claim process. Other commitments include 
undertaking a social impact study (which has not occurred); the establishment 
of culturally appropriate women’s birthing centres; the provision of all-weather 
access roads to the mine site; the establishment of an outstation resource centre 
(which has not been established); the provision of funds to the Aboriginal 
Development Benefits Trust (ADBT), and the Gulf Aboriginal Development 
Corporation (GADC); $40  000 for the impairment of native title rights and 
interests in relation to the pipeline; a strategic plan for the management of Gulf 
waters; and $1 million to support the Century Training and Employment Plan. 
Major infrastructure commitments from the State of Queensland in the GCA, 
such as all-weather roads and bridges primarily benefit the mine rather than 
Indigenous people. The extent to which the State of Queensland has met its 
commitments is the source of conjecture and criticism (CLCAC 2004).

The GCA establishes a number of organisations and committees (see below) 
through which the relationship between the parties can be managed, and 
the community benefit package to Indigenous parties delivered (see Fig. 3.3). 
Whilst the State of Queensland is committed to provide some of its component 
of the community benefits package through the agreement structures, much 
of its contribution is apportioned instead through state bodies, such as the 
Department of Main Roads. This is with the exception of some administrative 
funds to the GADC. Primarily the GCA defines the flow of benefits from CZL to 
Aboriginal parties via the GADC and the ADBT.

The GADC is established pursuant to the GCA. Its primary function is to 
represent native title groups in the administration of the agreement. In this role 
the GADC is also a party to the Agreement on behalf of the people it represents. 
CZL makes annual compensatory payments to the GADC, which then distributes 
funds to the six ‘eligible bodies’ (see below) of which the various Indigenous 
parties form the membership. The impetus for creating the GADC was the State 
of Queensland and CZL’s opposition to the CLCAC, and hostility of Indigenous 
people in the region towards CLCAC. Such hostility arises from relationships 
within the Indigenous polity of the region but is also associated with the 
clash between the pro-mining stance of some sectors of that polity and CLCAC 
opposition to Century mine.
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Fig. 3.3 Gulf Communities Agreement structures

Source: Adapted from Martin 1998

The role of the GADC in ensuring that benefits flow to relevant eligible bodies 
and intended recipients is critical. However, the capacity of this organisation 
to carry out its functions has been hampered by a lack of resourcing. This has 
severely compromised the outcomes of the agreement for Indigenous people. CZL 
provided $100 000 for the establishment of the GADC, and an annual payment of 
$50 000 for administrative purposes. The State of Queensland provided the sum 
of $50 000 for establishment costs and then a subsequent payment of $50 000 
spread over two years for administration. In 2007, nine years after its creation 
the organisation, with only $50 000 recurrent annual funding was unable to 
employ staff, and relied on ADBT services to carry out its functions gratis.

The ADBT was established under the GCA with the dual and diverse purposes 
of promoting economic development through the establishment of business 
enterprises, and personal development through sporting activities for and on 
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behalf of the native title parties to the agreement. The trustee of the ADBT 
is a proprietary company incorporated under corporations law (GCA 1997: 
129). Shareholders in the trust are the GADC, ATSIC (until its dissolution in 
2005), and CZL. There are 11 members on the board of trustees.26 As with other 
board and committee structures under the GCA, there is no mechanism for the 
membership to change via re-election or reappointment, except in the case of 
voluntary resignation (Pasminco, The State of Queensland and GADC 2002). 
The ADBT is funded primarily by CZL, and to a lesser degree by the State of 
Queensland. Its total funding is around $20 million over the 20 year life of the 
mine (Martin 1998: 5).

In the course of fieldwork the ADBT was criticised for only servicing its own 
organisational needs via its investment activity, rather than meeting the demand 
for regional economic development through the establishment of businesses. 
A number of Indigenous interviewees obtained loans for the establishment of 
businesses, but many of the businesses established were not viable (interviews, 
10 July 2003, 19 and 31 August 2004). A review of the GCA undertaken in 
2002 by Pasminco (now Zinifex), the Queensland Government and the GADC, 
indicated that 14 small businesses had been established via loans from the ADBT, 
but only six of these were functioning (Pasminco, The State of Queensland and 
GADC 2002).27

Typical examples of business loans granted include those for the purchase of 
equipment such as water trucks, which are commonly used in road works. 
Given the number of dirt roads in the southern Gulf region, opportunities for 
road contracting in the region abound. One Indigenous man interviewed was 
working at the mine as a truck driver, recounted that he was successful in 
getting a loan from the ADBT for the purchase of such a truck. Whilst he owned 
the truck he had no shortage of work contracting to various road maintenance 
crews in the southern Gulf area and as far north as Weipa. However, his truck 
required maintenance and his inability to work in the wet season meant that he 
could no longer afford the repayments to the ADBT. This down-time resulted in 
cash flow difficulties. The ADBT foreclosed on the loan and the truck was sold 
to a Mt Isa road works contractor.

The viability of small businesses in remote areas can be tenuous. There are 
some successful Indigenous businesses in the region, however. For example, 

26 The GCA specifies the manner in which the Indigenous members of the Board of trustees are to be 
selected. Four are appointed by the GADC, and four appointed by CZL. Of these eight, two are from the 
community of Normanton, two from Mornington Island. The remaining four Indigenous positions on the 
board of trustees are derived from any of the communities of Najabarra, Doomagee, Gregory, or Burketown. 
In addition to the Indigenous members of the board, CZL has one representative. The board appoints an 
accountant and an Aboriginal business leader.
27 Dr David Martin and Professor Jon Altman were independent advisors in the review process. 
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Nowlands Engineering in Burketown is owned by Gangalidda28 people and 
established under an ADBT grant, and Hookey’s Contracting was established 
with assistance from Pasminco (now Zinifex) outside the terms of the GCA, and 
is entirely reliant on the mine.

A counter review of the GCA, undertaken by the CLCAC subsequent to the 
Century sit-in, asserts that by operating on a first come first served basis the 
ADBT has not honoured a commitment to support Waanyi economic development 
and that preferential treatment for Waanyi should be instituted on the basis that 
the major impact of the mine pit is on their country. This review asserts that the 
Waanyi should be in receipt of 60 per cent of the business development funds 
arising from the ADBT (CLCAC 2004).

As with Gumala in the Pilbara, many people claimed that the lending terms of 
the ADBT for business development reflect the organisation’s risk aversion and 
consequently onerous application process, approvals and conditions. A number 
of interviewees observed that they had greater success in gaining loans from 
mainstream banks (interview, 10 July 2003).

Members of the Waanyi, Mingginda, Gkuthaarn and Kukatj people are 
represented in the GCA through their membership of one of the six eligible 
bodies. There are four Waanyi eligible bodies: the Traditional Waanyi Elders 
Aboriginal Corporation (TWEAC), the Bidanggu Aboriginal Corporation, the 
North Ganalanja Aboriginal Corporation, and the Ngumarryina Corporation. 
The latter two were pre-existing organisations: North Ganalanja is primarily 
a kin-based outstation organisation associated with the Nicholson Land 
Trust in the Northern Territory, and Ngumarryina is associated with Waanyi 
families resident in the Mt Isa and Barkly Tableland region. The Mingginda 
people are represented by the Mingginda Aboriginal Corporation, which was 
not established at the time of the signing of the agreement. The Gkuthaarn 
Aboriginal Corporation represents the Gkuthaarn and Kukatj peoples.

The ‘eligible bodies’ are known as such because they must be incorporated 
under the Aboriginal Councils and Associations Act 1976 to be eligible to receive 
payment from the GADC. A number of issues that are not anticipated by the 
GCA have rendered the majority of eligible bodies inappropriate vehicles for 
the delivery of compensatory payments. Firstly, until the sit-in at the Century 
mine site in 2002, four of the eligible bodies (Bidanggu, North Ganalanja, 
Ngumarryina, and Mingginda) had become ineligible due to their lack of 
compliance with the Aboriginal Councils and Associations Act 1976 (Martin, 

28 Gangalidda people, whose traditional interests stretch from Burketown to the Gulf of Carpentaria 
coastline, are not signatories to the agreement. However, they exercise considerable political force in the 
region through their affiliation with CLCAC, and have managed to garner considerable benefit from CZL 
through the militancy of the CLCAC. See Chapter Six for further explanation. 
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Hondros and Scambary 2004: 8).29 This meant that payments that were supposed 
to flow to these organisations ceased after the first annual payment. The 
mechanism in the GCA for re-establishing the eligibility of these organisations 
once the Act is breached requires the ‘informed consent’ of the relevant native 
title group. Adverse relationships between CZL, the State of Queensland and the 
CLCAC, a lack of capacity of the organisations themselves, and a high level of 
disputation within the Indigenous polity created a gridlock situation. No steps 
were taken to re-establish the eligibility of the organisations.

In addition membership of the organisations appears to be ad hoc, particularly 
in relation to the four Waanyi bodies, and dependent on a combination of 
political and geographic affiliations. Some of those interviewed maintain 
that membership lists are ‘stacked’ with non-Waanyi relatives in order that 
controlling committees might garner support (interview, 19 August 2004). 
Significant numbers of Waanyi people are not members of any of the eligible 
bodies, despite being native title claimants. Apparently this results from inter-
family politics and organisations not being established when the agreement was 
signed. A number of Waanyi people who were not members of eligible bodies 
refer to themselves as ‘the forgotten Waanyi’. There appear to be two categories 
of ‘forgotten Waanyi’: those who for historic reasons claim Waanyi affiliation 
but have difficulty claiming a legitimate native title interest; and Waanyi people 
who attempted to isolate themselves from the intense contestation associated 
with the negotiation of the GCA, and then were excluded from the terms of the 
agreement. Considerable funds were kept aside on behalf of this group and held 
in trust by the GADC in the event that they would form an eligible body. This 
money was paid to the newly established and incorporated WNAC following the 
2002 sit-in of the mine site. In addition to the recognition of the Waanyi Nation, 
the eligibility of the other four organisations was reinstated during the sit-in. 
(For further discussion of the eligible bodies, see Chapter 6.)

The three committees established under the GCA to address the concerns of 
Indigenous agreement parties in relation to environmental, heritage and 
employment (Martin 1998: 5) are the Century Employment and Training 
Committee, the Century Environment Committee, and the Century Liaison and 
Advisory Committee. Dissatisfaction, particularly amongst Waanyi people, about 
the functioning of these committees arises from a perceived lack of transparency, 
and poor communication strategies. In addition, as noted in relation to the 
boards of the GADC and the ADBT, there is no apparent mechanism for turnover 
of Indigenous committee members.

29 Such compliance requires organisations to hold annual general meetings, to file financial returns, and a 
range of other administrative tasks. 
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In order to secure its mineral interests in the area, the Agreement designates that 
CZL incrementally return significant land holdings to native title holders (Martin 
1998: 6), with CZL maintaining a 1 per cent stake to ensure the availability 
of this land for future exploration.30 Turn Off Lagoon has been returned to 
Waanyi People, and CZL currently retains a 49 per cent stake in Riversleigh 
and Lawn Hill Stations. Lawn Hill Station is a commercially lucrative pastoral 
enterprise carrying 50 000 head of cattle. Both Lawn Hill and Riversleigh 
stations are managed by the Lawn Hill and Riversleigh Pastoral Holding 
Company, which currently sublets the properties to non-Indigenous commercial 
pastoral enterprises. This company also conducts a pastoral training program in 
association with these two stations. In addition the Gangalidda people, who are 
not parties to the GCA, have received title to Pendine and Konka Stations (see 
Chapter 6).

Table 3.5 Types of positions held by local Indigenous employees at 
Century mine, 2003

Types of positions held Number employed 
Administration 8

Fixed Plant Operator 12

Cultural and Community 6

Labouring/Operating 11

Mining Operator 41

Trade Person 3

Security 2

Para Professional 1

Apprenticeship 15

Trainees (metallurgical, environment, logistics, lab, village) 8

Supervisor 4

Technician/Engineering 8

Utility (cleaning, kitchen hand) 9

Total 128

Source: Adapted from Pasminco (2003)

Arguably the most successful element of the GCA is the average 15–20 per 
cent employment of local Indigenous people at Century, an employment ratio 
that eclipses the national average of 4.6 per cent Indigenous employment 
in the mining industry (Barker and Brereton 2004). In the life of the mine 
approximately 550 people from the Gulf of Carpentaria have been employed, and 

30 Importantly, the retention of 1% ownership is designed to prevent s.47 of the NTA applying. The same 
condition is applied to the return of company owned pastoral leases in the Pilbara under the terms of the 
YLUA.
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100–120 Indigenous people at any one time from 2001 to 2007. Predominantly, 
Indigenous people are employed in the mine pit as truck drivers and operators, 
but significant numbers are also working in mine administration and service 
areas associated with the mining camp. Reasons for such high Indigenous 
employment overall include the operation of Community Liaison Offices in 
the communities of Doomadgee, Normanton, and Mornington Island, funding 
by the State of Queensland for mine-related TAFE training, and the proactive 
employment strategies of the major contractor, the Roche Eltin Joint Venture 
(REJV), which operates the mine pit. A breakdown of Indigenous employment 
at the mine based on 2003 employment data in depicted in Table 3.5.

The high proportion of local Indigenous members of the Century workforce 
fosters an on-site culture that actively encourages CZL to address issues 
associated with and arising from the GCA on a daily basis and at all levels of 
mine administration. A 34 year old Kaiadilt man from Bentinck Island, now 
deceased, was a Haulpac driver at the mine during fieldwork. Like a number of 
other Indigenous Century mine workers, he saw the mine site and employment 
as an opportunity for financial gain, but also as the meeting of a commitment 
under the GCA and an assertion of Indigenous identity in a domain that has 
traditionally been hostile to Indigenous interests. Whilst working on the mine, 
this Kaiadilt man maintained his opposition to the construction of a mine-
related cyclone-mooring buoy on a sacred site in Investigator Road (i.e. the 
passage between Sweers and Bentinck Islands, and within the seaward estate of 
the Kaiadilt). Clearly he saw part of his role as a mine employee as maintaining 
a profile in relation to Kaiadilt opposition to the buoy, which was the subject of 
a court case at the time. 

Conclusion

The complex structures and operational processes of the three agreements 
define the ‘space’ for Indigenous participation in the mine economy. Community 
benefits packages are underwritten by an ethos of mainstream economic 
development that precludes Indigenous prerogatives and capacity that may lie 
outside the mainstream economy. Previous studies on the engagement between 
the mining industry, Indigenous people and the state in Australia, demonstrate 
that the form and substance of contemporary mining agreements are historically 
informed and have changed little. Description of the complex structures 
associated with the agreements that define and limit access of relatively small 
groups of Indigenous people to emergent benefits provide the basis for themes 
such as the dispersal of Indigenous authority, ambivalence, and poor agreement 
outcomes, that are explored in the remainder of this monograph.
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It has been proposed that Indigenous employment at Century can be seen as 
a form of self determination, not based on separatism, but ‘people’s enhanced 
capacity to meaningfully direct and control their own affairs in an intercultural 
context’ near or where they reside (Martin, Hondros and Scambary 2004: 5). 
Indeed, the GCA has become a vehicle for incorporating the mine site, and 
the company itself, as intercultural sites for legitimate productive action of 
Indigenous people, and for the expression of Indigenous identity in a domain that 
has been historically opposed to Indigenous interests. The Indigenous politics 
associated with Century express a clear consciousness of the global context 
within which people in the southern Gulf of Carpentaria find themselves, and 
a desire to capitalise on the presence of the mine during its limited lifespan (see 
Chapter 6).

In the Central Pilbara, the historical legacy of exclusion from the mainstream 
economy, despite the previous economic success of Indigenous miners, 
prospectors, and pastoral contractors, (outlined in Chapter 2) is perpetuated by 
the terms of the YLUA and other agreements, and by the sheer scale of the iron 
ore industry and the dominance of Rio Tinto and BHP in the region. In contrast 
to the low numbers of Indigenous people employed by the mining industry 
in the region, substantial numbers of people are engaged in usually unfunded 
pursuits associated with native title claims, and ‘working groups’, in attempts 
to create positions from which to negotiate participation in the mainstream 
economy.

The Mirrar Gundjeihmi experience of the Ranger mine, and their response to the 
potential development of the nearby Jabiluka deposit, indicate their assessment 
of the cost and benefit related to mining. Their opposition to Jabiluka, and their 
retreat from the complex processes of the Ranger mine and its impacts, will be 
examined in the following chapter.


